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Model: ACL 100Model: ACL 100Model: ACL 100

The  is a cost effective, safe and ACL 100 Hand Held Ignitor

reliable means of igniting all forms of line heaters, 

burners, etc.  The unit is available in 3 and 4 foot 

lengths.  The heavy duty piezo ignitor allows for 

instant start up with the push of a button.  Ideal for 

field operators and mechanics as it eliminates the 

need for the unsafe ‘rag on stick’ method of 

ignition.

FeaturesFeaturesFeatures

Available in 3 and 4 foot lengths

A convenient trigger ignitor provides instant start up

The swirl combustion resists flame blow out and
utilizes the unit’s efficiency

Streamlined design with no exposed wiring

The tip remains cool for ease in handling and storage

Has an adjustable flame control which provides a
variance in uses

Has trigger locking capability for increased safety

Connects to a standard 465g propane bottle
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ACL 100 Hand Held Ignitor

The is a cost effective, ACL 100 Hand Held Ignitor 
safe and reliable means of igniting all forms of line
heaters, burners, etc.  The unit is available in 3 and 4
foot lengths.  The heavy duty piezo ignitor allows for 
instant start up with the push of a button.  Ideal for 
field operators and mechanics as it eliminates the need
for the unsafe ‘rag on stick’ method of ignition.

Available in 3 and 4 foot lengths

A convenient trigger ignitor provides 
instant start up

The swirl combustion resists flame 
blow out and utilizes the units 
efficiency

Streamlined design with no exposed 
wiring

The tip remains cool for ease in 
handling and storage

Has an adjustable flame control which 
provides a variance in uses

Has trigger locking capability for 
increased safety

Connects to a standard 465g propane 
bottle
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